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Information in this presentation is meant
to be educational
However, sometimes discussing bodies,
sex, sexuality, dating and relationships
can be triggering
We urge you to do whatever you need to
do in order to feel safe and comfortable

Breathe. Take a break if you
need to. Honour your emotions.
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It’s absolutely up to you to decide:
when you are ready to date
when you are ready to have sex
Don’t let the pressures of society rush
you!
If you don’t want to, then you don’t have to :)
We want you making decisions that you feel
good about before, during and after
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When we make decisions
we feel good about we need
to take in different kinds of
information:
Facts and Knowledge

Sexual
Decision
Making

Values, Cultural
Guidings, Belief Systems
Gut feeling and
intuition
trust your body
it reacts to right and wrong
better than your mind does
it is speaking to you
- rupi kaur
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Sexual
Decision
Making

This is true for all decisions,
but today we’re talking
specifically about sexual
decisions
For example, let’s say we
are trying to answer the
following question:
Do I want to date the
person that asked me out?
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Do I want to date the
person that asked me out?

Sexual
Decision
Making

FACTS AND KNOWLEDGE:

What do you know about this person?
Are they nice to their teachers? To
their friends?
Do other people in your community like
them?
How have your experiences with them
been so far? Boring? Scary? Awesome?
Comfortable?
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Do I want to date the
person that asked me out?

Sexual
Decision
Making

VALUES, CULTURAL GUIDINGS,
BELIEF SYSTEMS:
Does your family have rules about dating and
relationships?
Do you have any values you hold about
relationships?
Do you have any cultural teachings about
relationships that you follow?
Do you practice a religion that offers
guidelines about dating?
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Do I want to date the
person that asked me out?
GU T FEELING AND INTUITION:

What signals is your body sending you
about this decision?

Sexual
Decision
Making

Are you feeling stressed? Nervous? Afraid?
Weird?
Are you feeling excited? Warm? Happy?
Comfortable?
It’s important to take all aspects into consideration
when making choices about dating, relationships
and sex!
Don’t do things because of peer pressure. Do
things because you’ve paid attention to your body,
your values and your knowledge-base, and you’ve
decided for yourself what’s best for you in this
moment :)
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At some point you might ask
yourself these questions:
Am I ready for sexual activity?
Am I ready for a relationship?

Sexual
Decision
Making

Do I want to break up with my partner?
Am I ready to come out to my friends?
What birth control should I choose?
Use the sexual decision making model to help
you find your answer:
Facts and Knowledge
Values, Cultural Guidings, Belief Systems
Gut feeling and intuition
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It should feel good and make us feel connected…
To ourselves
To our bodies
To each other
To nature
Your body will give you signs and signals about how it feels about
decisions you make
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To express love
Pure attraction
To experience
sexual pleasure
Marking a
special occasion
Mere opportunity

To increase the
depth of relationship
Because
they want to
conceive a baby
Curiosity or seeking
new experiences
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There are many different styles of partnered sex
You can explore and decide which styles of sexual activity
you like!

Generally, the foundation for engaging in partnered sex starts with desire or attraction
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You need to find a partner who
would also like to engage in it
with you
Both people need to consent
Consent means they both need
to agree to it
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It’s really a codeword for safety
When you consent to something
you are saying “I feel safe and
comfortable” in this situation
Every area (state, province, territory)
defines consent differently...

CONSENT

However defined, consent is quite
simple...
ONLY HAVE SEX WITH PEOPLE WHO
WANT TO HAVE SEX WITH YOU
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Freely Given
Reversible
Informed
Enthusiastic
Specific
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People can only give
consent if they don’t feel
afraid, pressured, coerced,
or tricked

CONSENT IS...

People cannot give
consent if they are drunk,
high, asleep or unconscious

Freely Given

It needs to be your choice
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You can
always change
your mind
At any point
CONSENT IS...

Reversible

Even in the
middle of sexual activity
You are never required to
finish what was started, and
no one is entitled to your
body, ever
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You need to be honest with
partners about:
Your age
Your relationship status
CONSENT IS...

Informed

What method of birth
control is being used
Your STI status and
the last time you were
checked for STIs
We’re trying to make
informed decisions...
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Everyone involved should be

STOKED
or excited, thrilled, jumping for joy, or just
like, really, really wanting to...

If it’s not enthusiastic, it’s not
going to be very fun
CONSENT IS...

Enthusiastic

If it’s not enthusiastic, it’s assault
Responses that are not
enthusiastic include:
Silence
“...Mayyybe”
“Umm... sure?”
“I don’t know...”
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Consenting to one thing is not
consenting to all the things!
Saying yes to going to the bedroom
to make out doesn’t mean they’ve
said yes any kind of sexual activity.
For example:
CONSENT IS...

Specific

A person may be fine with making out, but want
to keep their clothes on
A person may be fine with taking off their top,
but want to leave their bra on
A person may be fine with oral sex, but not want
to have vaginal intercourse
A person may be fine with vaginal intercourse,
but not want to have oral sex

Consent is not something we do or give
just once. It is an ongoing active process,
something we’re always doing in every
moment of sexual activity.
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What is your mind thinking during
sexual activity?
How does your body feel?
Relaxed? Tense?
How do you feel after?
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Age of consent laws are different in depending on where you live
Federal laws in both Canada and the USA regulate that:
Children who are 11 years and younger cannot legally consent to sexual activity
People ages 18+ can legally consent to sexual activity with no restrictions

Between ages 12 and 17, laws will differ:
They usually outline that youth cannot consent
to sexual activity with people in positions of
trust/power/authority

Tip: Click here to find out how
your state defines consent and
the age of consent laws

And they can only legally consent to sexual
activity with peers of a similar age group.
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CONSENT

WHY ARE THERE L AWS AGAINST
YOU TH ENGAGING IN SEXUAL
ACTIVIT Y WITH PEOPLE IN
POSITIONS OF AU THORIT Y?
Think about it like this:
People with authority over others have power to make decisions about those
they lead
A boss asking their employee to stay late
A teacher giving detention
A coach deciding who is team captain this season
Usually leaders have been given positions of power because people trust them to use
those powers for good
But if this leader were to exploit their power, use it for bad, they could make those they
lead do things they don’t want to do
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CONSENT

It can be scary to be threatened by someone who
has power over you, but that’s why we have laws
protecting everyone from this!
If a boss, teacher, coach, or anyone is a position of
power is trying to make you do something sexual,
understand that you have rights. It is never okay for
them to threaten you or blackmail you. It is illegal.
Tell an adult you trust what is going on, you will not
be in trouble
If that adult doesn’t take action, keep telling trusted
adults until you start to receive help and support
This is not something you need to go through alone
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CONSENT

INSTANCES WHERE CONSENT
CANNOT BE GIVEN
If a person is too young to
consent

(younger than 12 in Canada and the USA)

If a person is asleep
or unconscious

If a person feels
afraid to say no

If a person is
drunk or high

If you live in an area that has laws against
youth and people in positions of power
(No teachers, coaches, bosses etc.)

This means the person may have even
verbalized a “yes”
We need to pay attention to non-verbal
cues of being afraid, nervous, unsure etc.
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CONSENT

IF WE WANT TO DEFINE
CONSENT IN ONE WORD...
The word would be “yes!”
Everybody’s “yes” may not look and sound the same
What kinds of body language would indicate a “yes”?

Making body more
available to partner

Leaning in
Smiling and laughing
Eye contact

Kissing back

Feeling relaxed
What else? Discuss with your peers.
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Being still or
hardly moving

Pulling or
pushing away

Crying

Looking away,
no eye contact
Shivers,
shaking

Making body
unavailable, crossing
arms and legs

Hands at sides,
no touching back

Looking unhappy
or scared

Pushing hands away
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Being in a relationship does not
mean guaranteed consent
Everybody has days when they’re in the
mood and days when they’re not!
It doesn’t matter if you’ve been
dating for years, if you’re married, if
you normally have sex every day, you
always have the right to say no
And you don’t need a reason!
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Physical signs of arousal do not
indicate consent
Having an erection, hard nipples,
sweating, breathing heavy, or being
self-lubricated are all physical signs of
arousal

However, the body and mind
operate on different feedback
systems
Mental arousal is more important than
physical arousal
A person can have an erection or be
self-lubricated and not want to engage
in sexual activity at all!
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In fact, it’s sexy to double check!
It shows you care
It shows you want your partner to feel
happy and comfortable with you
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The sexiest this you can do is say “Okay no problem! Let’s do
something else (like go for a walk, watch a movie, chat)
There’s a much larger chance they will be comfortable engaging in sexual
activity with you later because you responded with respect in this moment

It’s okay to feel disappointed, but arguing, badgering, or laying
guilt onto a partner is emotionally manipulative, disrespectful
and considered sexual harassment
Tip: Combat your disappointment by having good emotional regulation
skills, hanging out with friends, finding a distraction like a TV show or video
game, masturbating, or finding a more interested partner
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Discussing whether
sex can happen is the
absolute bare
minimum required
for adequate sexual
communication fully

Good sex requires not just “can we
have sex” but also a “hey what do
you like? I really like this. Maybe we
can try that. Always let me know if
I can do something differently”
Better sexual communication leads
to more satisfying and pleasurable
sex. And pleasure and satisfaction
are usually the goal
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WE’LL BE
DISCUSSING SEXUAL
ASSAULT NEXT
You don’t have to participate in this part
of the lesson if you don’t want to
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Every 92 seconds,
an American is sexually
assaulted
If you have experience sexualized violence,
sexual assault or sexual harassment...

Sexual Assault

We are so sorry
What happened to you
was not your fault
You deserve all the
help and support you
need to begin feeling
like you again
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Surround yourself with the people you love the most
You do not have to go through this alone
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It it absolutely 100% up to the
survivor to decide if they would
like to report
Only 5% of survivors report
assault to police
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SEXUAL ASSAULT | To Report or Not to Report

PROS OF REPORTING

There’s always a chance the
report will lead to conviction
Their voice becomes part of a
bigger picture, illuminating how
many assaults happen, and how
many assaults happen without
conviction

CONS OF REPORTING

Might feel deflating and be
triggering to tell and re-tell story
with no conviction
If the report does make it to
court, the survivor may have to
see the other people involved
over and over

Whether or not a person reports assault, the number 1 goal is
getting them feeling whole, feeling like they have control
over their life and feeling happy
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May involve:
Joining a
support group
Counseling

Reflecting on
relationships where you
felt safe and fulfilled
Art, dance
and music therapy

STI tests and
doctor’s appointments
to make sure your
body is healthy

Engaging in
favorite hobbies
(hiking, art, sports
& video games)

One benefit of not reporting is the person can
immediately concentrate on this process of
healing instead of spending efforts navigating
the justice system
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SEXUAL ASSAULT | Healing After A Traumatic Event

IF YOU ARE SUPPORTING SOMEONE
WHO HAS EXPERIENCED ASSAULT
Listen. Believe them
Do not try to sway them to report or not report the incident
They will feel most in control when they make that decision for themselves

Make sure they have all the resources and support they need to heal
This may involve acquiring resources for different times of day, like 24 hour crisis lines

Take care of yourself too
These situations can be traumatic, even if they don’t happen to you
#believesurvivors
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Thank you for being respectful
and listening during this lesson
It’s hard to talk about assault,
but we need to
If we don’t bring this topic into
conversation it remains in the darkness
and it continues to happen
Studies show the more we learn about
consent, the less sexual assault happens
because people learn what is acceptable
and what is not
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DEEP BREATH IN
and out
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Parents

Pets

Food

Siblings

Time

Grandparents

Teachers,
support workers

Aunts/Uncles

Coaches

Sleep

Nieces, nephews,
niblings (gender
neutral term)

Customer service:
baristas, bus drivers

Music

Cousins

Healthcare professionals:
doctors, dentists

Art

Friends

Police officers

Boyfriends,
girlfriends, partners

Social workers
Technology: your phone,
the internet, social media,
video games

Nature, the Earth

Sports
Culture
Religion

Most importantly…
yourself, your body and
your mind!
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It’s common to think that relationships
only mean a romantic and/or sexual
relationships between two people, and
that relationship is the best, most
intimate, and most important one
anyone can have
But actually, any ongoing interaction we
have is a relationship
And any relationship can be intimate,
important and wonderful
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HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS

A verb is an action word

REL ATIONSHIP

So if a relationship is a verb that
means we actively create, build
and work on relationships we
care about
We have good and bad relationships with
everything in our lives
It’s up to us to decide what place each
relationship has in our lives
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HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS

HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS REQUIRE:
Time
Energy
Attention
(including attention to ourselves
and our feelings and behaviours)

Shared, active participation
Especially in communication, time management,
and integration into all other parts of our lives
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HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS

HOWEVER...
No relationship should require so much work to maintain that most of
the time it isn’t pretty easy to just be and enjoy yourself and the other
person or people
After spending time with someone you’re in an intimate relationship
with, you should usually feel seen and cared for, happy, and energized
You should not feel physically or emotionally exhausted, stressed out,
dissatisfied, or riddled with doubt, guilt, or fear
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If you do not feel ready for a relationship
these tools can still be applied to
relationships with family and friends,
and will prepare you for healthy
relationships when or if you ever
become ready for one
Having healthy relationships with friends,
family, lovers, partners, and pets are
important because they will naturally
make us feel happy, fulfilled and
connected
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Generally we enter into romantic
or sexual relationships with people
we are attracted to
And who we are attracted to
determines our sexual orientation
SEXUAL AT TRACTION

Attraction

having feelings of wanting to be
sexual with another person

ROMANTIC AT TRACTION

having feelings of love, intimacy,
strong positive emotions toward
another person
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Often, but not always, the type of
people we are attracted to sexually
are the same as who we are
attracted to emotionally

Sexual
Orientation

People can be romantically attracted to
boys but sexually attracted to both boys
and girls
People can be sexually attracted to girls
but romantically attracted to people of
all genders
People can be romantically attracted to
girls but don’t feel sexually attracted to
anyone
Who you are attracted to will help shape
who you end up in a relationship with,
and the type of relationship you have
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HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS | Sexual Orientation

HE TEROSEXUAL /STRAIGHT

HOMOSEXUAL

BISEXUAL

being attracted to people
of the opposite gender

being attracted to people
of the same gender

a man attracted to a
woman

Gay: a man attracted to
a man (sometimes also
used to describe a woman
attracted to a woman)

a woman attracted to a
man

Lesbian: a woman
attracted to a woman

Tip: The term homosexual has been used to inflict
harm, belittle or disrespect people in the past
Be sensitive about how you use this term. Some
people might be okay with it, and some not

A person who is attracted
to both women and men

But what about
people who don’t
adhere to the
gender binary?
AKA people who don’t
conform to the idea that
gender is either man or
woman
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HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS | Sexual Orientation

Pansexual
being attracted to people regardless of gender; someone who is
attracted to men, women, non-binary people, trans people ++

Skoliosexual
being attracted to trans and non-binary/genderqueer people

Queer
an umbrella term used to describe anyone who isn’t straight; a person
who is gay, lesbian, bi, pan, or skolio can use the term queer to describe
their sexual orientation

Demisexual
only being attracted to people who you know very well already

Sapiosexual

Did you know?
Some sexual orientations
don’t have to do with
gender at all!

being attracted to people’s intelligence, attracted to their thoughts
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HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS | Sexual Orientation

Sometimes people don’t experience any kind of attraction
ASEXUAL

AROMANTIC

Not feeling sexual attraction toward
anyone

Not feeling romantic/emotional
attraction toward anyone

A person can be asexual but still
experience romantic attraction

A person can be aromantic but still experience sexual attraction

It’s not about knowing all the terms, but understanding that
people might use them to describe their identity
And you deserve to learn them in case you feel positively
toward a term that describes your identity
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What is a boundary?
A space or limit each person sets so they can
feel safe and comfortable in a situation or with
other people

Different types of boundaries:
Physical
Boundaries with your body
Your physical space like your bedroom
Material boundaries like your phone,
backpack, favourite items
Mental/Emotional
Taking care of your mind, setting a limit for
time spent on internet/watching TV
Setting a limit for how long or how often a
friend can vent or complain to you
The thoughts and attitudes of those around us
do affect our own emotional wellbeing
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Different types of boundaries:
Sexual
What we are comfortable seeing or
experiencing sexually
Consent is about knowing our sexual
boundaries and respecting others’ sexual
boundaries
Intellectual
We have the right to our own thoughts
and opinions
We don’t always have to agree on
everything, but we can still respect when
we disagree
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Each relationship is going
to have an entirely different
set of boundaries
The boundaries you hold with a romantic
partner will be different than the
boundaries you hold with your family,
friends, and teachers
Every time we enter a new relationship of
any kind we need to figure out where our
boundaries lie and these boundaries may
change over time as we build trust
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The goal with relationships is not to meld
with one another
Their thoughts should not be your
thoughts
You are allowed to enjoy different things,
have friends outside your relationship
We want you thriving on your own, and all
relationships outside the one you have with
yourself can complement that

Things to Avoid:
“You complete me”
“I can’t live without you”
“I don’t know what I would do
without you”
“You are my everything”
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Respect

Compassion

Communication

Vulnerability

Trust

Mindfulness/
self-awareness

Loyalty
Reciprocity
Fairness

Boundaries
Are there any words
in this list you don’t
understand?
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Divide into groups of 2 or 3 (or work
by yourself if working in a group
crosses a boundary!)
Pick one of the following words:

HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS

An Exercise

Respect

Loyalty

Compassion

Communication

Reciprocity

Vulnerability

Trust

Fairness

Mindfulness/
Self-awareness

Answer the following 3 questions:
1. Why is this concept an important part of a
healthy relationship?
2. What can it look like in practice? (You can give
an example of a situation if you want)
3. What can it look like if this concept is absent
in a relationship?
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An example:
1. Why is reciprocity an important part of a
healthy relationship?
So everyone in the relationship feels they are
putting in the same amount of effort and work
So everyone feels appreciated and loved
So levels of control and power are not one-sided
HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS

An Exercise

2. What can it look like in practice? (You can give
an example of a situation if you want)
Making a meal for a friend after they help you
with your homework
Planning a special date for a partner and later
they surprise you with flowers

3. What can it look like if this concept is absent
in a relationship?
One person might start feeling resentful, like
they’re the one putting in all the effort and not
feeling any love or appreciation in return
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We hope this exercise encouraged
some deep discussions about
relationships, friendships and how
to show appreciation for one another
HEALTHY REL ATIONSHIPS

An Exercise

We’ll be discussing some
aspect of unhealthy relationships
and abuse next
We encourage you to take care of
yourself in whatever ways you need
And remember, you’re learning
this because you deserve love, safety
and happiness
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Everyone has conflict sometimes.
Friends, family, partners, coworkers…
It’s okay to disagree, to have
misunderstandings or communication
breakdowns
What’s not okay is treating each
other with disrespect, asserting power
or control over another person, or
projecting emotions onto others
If we love someone, we don’t want them to hurt
because of things we say or how we treat them
Even in conflict our loved ones deserve respect, honesty, compassion, mindfulness, and fairness
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How did it feel to resolve
conflict? Do I feel better than
before? Or do I feel the same, or
worse?
Am I in conflict with this person
often? All the time? Why?
Do I believe, with the knowledge
that I have, that this is healthy or
unhealthy conflict?
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Most of the time toxic relationships don’t boil down to one thing,
but are actually a culmination of a bunch of unhealthy patterns
We might not be able to notice when we are in a toxic relationship
because we develop a “blindness” (we might not notice how often
we are fighting with this person)
Boundaries slip, we fall into patterns of codependency, we go
through ruts...
It doesn’t necessarily mean we want to hurt our partner or friend, or that we
want to exert power or control over them
It also doesn’t mean the relationship is doomed. There are lots of things
people can do to bring their relationship out of a toxic place and back into a
healthy place
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ABUSIVE REL ATIONSHIPS

THE DIFFERENCE BE T WEEN A
TOXIC REL ATIONSHIP AND AN
ABUSIVE REL ATIONSHIP
Abusive relationships happen when one person uses physical,
emotional, sexual, or verbal abuse to assert and maintain
control over the other person
Instead of trust, support, happiness and communication
there is dishonesty, disrespect, yelling, physical fighting,
and manipulation
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RED FL AGS OF AN ABUSIVE REL ATIONSHIP
Does this person accuse you of lying or hiding things? Do they lie?
Does this person yell or scream at you during conversations?
Does this person make all the decisions without considering
your thoughts?
Does this person use any kind of physical force on you?
Does this person keep you from seeing friends and family?
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ABUSIVE REL ATIONSHIPS

MANIPUL ATION

GASLIGHTING

The skillful control of someone

A specific form of manipulation

A form of emotional abuse

When a person makes you doubt the
validity of your feelings

The reality is your feelings are
always valid
Feelings are never wrong, not real or
over the top. They are your feelings

They might say things like “You’re
being crazy” “You’re being too sensitive”
“You’re being overly emotional” “Don’t
you trust me?” “How could you think
that of me?”

Trust your gut, trust your intuition
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ABUSIVE REL ATIONSHIPS

RIGHTS
The right to feel safe
The right to make your own decisions
The right to decide when you want to
have sex
The right to be spoken to with respect
The right to other relationships
(friends, family)

Remember your rights!
Are any of these
expectations not being
met in your relationships?
You deserve to feel safe, to
get support, and to not be
subjected to people who
are hurting you

The right to establish and assert your
own boundaries
The right to honesty
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YOURSELF
Self Care
Exploring your likes and interests
Paying attention to what your body
needs: sleep, food, water, exercise
Fostering a healthy mind through
meditation, yoga, tai chi or something else
Adhering to your own boundaries in
relationships
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Alright, almost there!
One more topic:

ONLINE SAFE T Y
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FIRST LE T ’S ASK OURSELVES:
To connect with other people going
through similar things as us
To stay in touch with friends far away

WHY DO WE
GO ONLINE?

To find music and art
To use our voice
To learn
To watch Netflix
To follow celebrities, gossip,
fandoms
To share our story
Porn (you can laugh)
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There has been so much good that has
come from it
But...
With all things there are pros… and cons
When it comes to sex, dating and the internet,
there are also a lot of risks
We have to be wise about how we engage with
it so we can keep ourselves safe
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Cyberbullying and
cyberstalking
Risks associated
with sexting
Risks of
exploitation
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RISKS OF THE INTERNE T

CYBERBULLYING
Cyberbullying is bullying over the internet, and it’s very very common
Why do you think it’s so common?

It’s easy to drop
threats and be mean
when there are no
immediate
consequences or
expectations

Often bullying and
harassment is based
on someone’s
gender, race, sexual
orientation, religion,
culture, disability,
body shape or size

We have to remember
that what we say online
we are actually saying
to another person
who has feelings

Mean words always have a negative emotional effect and can
cause depression, isolation and increased risk of suicide
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RISKS OF THE INTERNE T

CYBERSTALKING /
CYBER HARASSMENT
Someone contacting you again and again when you’ve told
them not to, making you feeling afraid, which can include
getting repeated texts, messages etc
What can you do in this situation?
If you feel you are in immediate danger, call a youth hotline or 911
Tell an adult you trust what’s going on
Record details of all interactions: include date, time, place, people
involved, what happened
Screenshot all incoming messages in clear order (screenshot last message
on one slide as first message on new slide so it’s evident nothing is missing)
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RISKS OF THE INTERNE T

SEXTING
Sending any sexually explicit material
(text, photo, video, snap)
Some people choose to sext because they
enjoy it. It may feel empowering to them
Don’t feel pressured to send intimate
pictures of yourself if it does not feel
empowering to you

PROS OF SEXTING

Medically safe: can’t get pregnant!
Can’t get STIs!
Can be a way of expressing sexuality and
desire, a very human expression

CONS OF SEXTING

Permanency: you can’t unsend a photo
Risk of blackmail: Media could be used
to manipulate you in the future
Physical/emotional wellbeing if anything
is shared without permission
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RISKS OF THE INTERNE T

REVENGE PORN
If someone shares an image of you without your permission...
It is not your fault that you trusted someone with a vulnerable
thing and they violated that trust
You have every right to feel hurt and angry
Social media platforms and websites usually have step-by-step
instructions on how to get a photo removed if an image or video
of you gets posted online without your permission
Also visit NeedHelpNow.ca for support getting images
removed from the internet, support for cyberbullying,
or advice on how to help a friend
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When we meet someone in
person, we can usually
immediately tell from our gut
feelings if we trust them and if
we feel safe with them
But when we’re talking to
strangers online, we lose our
ability to access that gut feeling
And it’s harder to discern if the
stranger is a safe person or not
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Sexual Exploitation
when someone (often an older person) is manipulating you into being sexual

Sometimes it’s immediate
Sometimes they spend time building trust and building
a relationship with you so that later they can force you to
do things you don’t want to do (also known as grooming,
a red flag for sexual exploitation)
They might also trick you into giving out personal
information about yourself that they later use as blackmail
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RED FL AGS OF SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
Children of the Street Society outlines the following red flags for
exploitation:
Age Difference: Is your new friend older than you? By a lot? Why do you think this
older person needs to be friends or be in a relationship with someone so young?
Gifting: Have you received any new clothes? Jewelry? Plane tickets? Money? A cell
phone? They are attempting to buy your trust, or use these gifts as accumulated
“debt” later
Lifestyle changes: This can be a hard one because youth are exploring their identities
and changing often, but keep an eye out for dropping out of school, drastic shifts in
behavior or activities, or increased use of drugs and alcohol
Isolation: Exploiters often try to keep youth away from friends and family because
they’ll be the ones to notice that something is wrong. Be aware if a stranger on the
internet is pushing you to sever ties with your loved ones
Gut feeling: Remember, your body is speaking to you. Listen to it
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ONLINE
Sexual exploitation can happen in any environment
But the invention of the internet made it very easy for predators to
sexually exploit youth, because
they could reach out to as many young people as they wanted in very short amounts of
time, and
they could build relationships easily, because youth couldn’t sense their gut feelings
about it

Take care of each other!
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RESOURCES
CONSENT: IT ’S AS
SIMPLE AS TEA
Watch on Youtube
PL ANNEDPARENTHOOD.ORG

Helpful videos and links

FOR QUEER AND
QUESTIONING
The Trevor Project
866-488-7386
Trans Lifeline
US: 877-565-8860
CA: 877-330-6366

AMERICAN HOTLINES
Crisis support for all
issues: bullying, mental
health/suicide, dating abuse
Suicide Prevention Lifeline
1-800-273-8255
Sexual Assault Hotline
1-775-221-7600
Love is Respect Dating
Abuse Hotline
866-331-9474
Crisis Text line
Text: 741-741
SUPPORT DEALING WITH
REVENGE PORN:

US: 844-878-2274
CA: NeedHelpNow.ca

CANADIAN RESOURCES
BC’s Planned Parenthood:
OptionsforSexualHealth.org

Toronto’s Planned
Parenthood:
Ppt.on.ca
Kids Help Phone
KidsHelpPhone.ca
1-800-668-6868
WAVAW Rape Crisis
Hotline
604-255-6344

Sexual Health with Dee
sexualhealthwithdee.com
Blume University
blume.com/blogs/blumeuniversity
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When you’re open to learning you
make the world a kinder, safer place

